
Note about electronic 
material

◼ You have the option of printing the material and taking 
notes during the webinar, or taking electronic notes, 
but you may need a separate device from the one 
you are viewing the webinar

◼ If you print, we suggest you make sure you print the 
material large enough to take notes on it

◼ We cannot provide conclusive instructions on how 
to take electronic notes in the pdf file on each 
registrant’s device, because of the wide ranges of 
combinations of pdf software that registrants may have, in 
addition to platforms, i.e. MAC or PC, tablet, etc. 



Announcements

◼ Make sure you turn on Computer Audio, and 
preferably your webcam and microphone

◼ (You can phone in if you need to)

◼ Keep your microphone muted except when you need 
to speak

◼ There will be some general polling questions, while 
you wait for the seminar to start, they are 
anonymous

◼ There will be discussions where it is best if you have 
a microphone
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Introduction

◼ Another boring day to get PD hours?

◼ The most important question

◼ The bad news and the good news

◼ Want a job/need to fill a position…

◼ Not advertised as a reference book

◼ Many blanks for key points to engage you, fill them in to 
keep involved

◼ If you email me, I will send you completed slides 
after

◼ I want you to see me

◼ Introductions – you and I, many interesting organizations 
here today



Watch this any way you want



Zoom problems

◼ If it crashes, I have a power or Internet 
failure, keep trying to get back in…



Where am I?



Introductions



Introduction - me

◼ I am a best-selling author

◼ But you may hate me…



Seminar comments

◼ This unconventional seminar is never the 
same

◼ Big and small picture tips to help you

◼ From an entrepreneurial company perspective 
– all of us need this perspective

◼ There is about __ years of business 
experience here

◼ Participate and share your tips, disagree!

◼ I expect to learn from you today



Key points

◼ Doesn’t apply to your current job, but it 
may apply ____

◼ Apply by analogy if your 
organization/situation is different, I want 
to get you thinking

◼ My ideas: you research how to apply

◼ Will try to _____ your thinking

◼ You will get ______ tips

◼ E-mail me if questions, in seminar/later



How we learn

◼ Good judgement comes from ____

◼ Experience comes from ___ judgement

◼ “Humans are hard-wired to learn from 
stories” (C. Hall)

◼ Will share stories from my career, war 
stories, heroes & villains

◼ Some of my experience is a bit 
extreme, I like riskier “wild west” co’s
and I invest in some



Notes

◼ Create a ___ action list from the seminar

◼ I will need your help today, reward for 
missing bullets

◼ There will be prizes

◼ Jokes? I might make fun of…

◼ I will sometimes ____ slightly to make a 
point and don’t take everything I say 
seriously…

◼ Opinions expressed in this seminar, are 
strictly those of the presenter



Top participant

◼ Will win a prize

◼ Best questions, input, tips

◼ This is not a joke…



Bench-marking – where does 
your finance group stand?

◼ First survey: finance heads/total heads

◼ Definition of finance heads

◼ Your prediction?

◼ Your org’s %__ , seminar %__ 

◼ All seminars avg __% (large sample)

◼ City average ___%

◼ Use the data to your advantage…



Ethics - intro

◼ A story with a lesson

◼ He tarnished your _______

◼ Did you lose money due to that 
accounting fraud?  



Polling question

◼ Ethics



Ethics - intro 

◼ But ethics is an issue for all of us…

◼ Have you ever resigned a position/client 
due to ethics?  ____ in this class have

◼ Doesn’t mean you haven’t faced 
issues…

◼ Have you ever been disciplined by your 
professional body?



Ethics case #1

◼ Wealthy owner of a group of aviation 
companies

◼ Tells accountant to book ___________, 
as fixed assets, make sure this fools the 
auditors

◼ Answer: ____

Accountant 



Ethics case #1- what would 
you do?



Breakout session – 5 min’s

◼ Discuss what she should do now with 
your small group, she is now working 
for a different company in the group

◼ Type your best answer(s) in the chat…



Ethics - ideas

◼ Taking a new job and then finding out 
the boss/the co. is ____ is not good

◼ Tips: 

1. _______ the org/people first

2. Make your ______ known in the 
interview, avoid _______________

◼ May limit your possible jobs, but …

◼ Suppose the leadership changes?



Examples

◼ The car dealer

◼ The move out west with the family to 
take a new job…



Your options

◼ Go to ___

◼ Lose your ____

◼ ___ and then you have some _____ 
issues

◼ Keep ______ and maybe you never get 
____, but your ____ bothers you….

◼ None of these are good _____



Research



Interview line

◼ You will get rich, we will _____ your 
stock options



Interview for CFO job of US 
public company



A job interview – a man I know

◼ They couldn’t give clear answers about 
the organization’s activities and 
everything was strange



My ethics research failure



Question

◼ Could some of the ethics situations you 
faced have been avoided by more 
_________________________?



Ethics - pressure

◼ Make doing the right thing easier, by 
maintaining strong personal _____ $

◼ In a situation, think about being in 
________or ________ or _________

◼ Can you talk to the board if the CEO is 
misleading them? ________ (private co)

◼ (Don’t treat your Board like ______!)

◼ You refuse to do it - what are the legal 
implications?  



Ethics - comments

◼ “A person without ethics is a _____ beast 
loosed upon the world”

◼ If you don’t have _____ in one area, you 
don’t have integrity

◼ My belief and experience:

◼ Integrity = _______ (in the long run)

◼ Note: I don’t believe money = success



Sidelight

◼ I am annoyed about something I 
recently discovered

◼ A guy paid me to teach him about 
ethics in this course!

◼ Then he was ______



Ethics case #2

◼ My company borrowed money from a company 
wholly-owned by my company’s controlling 
shareholder & CEO: The amount outstanding on this 
promissory note shall bear interest at a rate of nine 
per cent (9%) per annum. (approved by the Board, 
including independent directors, about two years 
ago, interest is overdue)

◼ Instruction from the controlling shareholder & CEO: 
“Record interest on this loan, compounded daily at 
9%, and pay it to my company”

◼ Question: Would you do what he asks? (ignore 
income tax)

56% my employer

Loan

100%CEO



Mini case

◼ Can you do it, why or why not? ___

◼ Do this first: ______________________

◼ The ethical way to get around the 
problem:_________________________
________________________________



The boss/colleague who is 
tempted

◼ Sometimes you can ______ them

◼ “This is why we can’t do this and these 
are all the ________ of doing what you 
suggested”

◼ “You will never ___ in the end, going 
this way”, eventually, people will _____ 
___, the ________ will catch it”

◼ “Let’s always take the ethical ”_____”



A story

◼ Owner won’t pay court settlement 
mandated royalty

◼ CFO keeps insisting it be paid

◼ The owner throws __________

◼ Owner finally says, “I ___ and _____ 
you because of your _______, I will pay 
it!

◼ Deep down, they know it is best to be 
surrounded ____ people



Note

◼ The problem is not being unable to 
recognize what is unethical, but 
recognizing it and not having enough 
“________” to say no!



Personal



Lesson

◼ I would never steal from a store, my 
parents taught me well, but I did try to 
steal _________

◼ We all sometimes _____ things

◼ This was when I was _____, I _____ 
shortly after, it is a long story…



Thought

◼ Who seemed to be the most unethical 
accountant you were around earlier in 
your career?

◼ Now google them

◼ When I did this….



Ethics

◼ Always difficult, but easier if you are ______, 
rather than early

◼ Sometimes its lots of and lots of ____ ethical 
issues, not the really big one…

◼ Two board invitations with possible ethics 
issues….
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Ethics

◼ Your chance to share on this… (no names)

◼ Much more in Practical Tips for 
Controllers & CFOs - Case course: 
principles and actual scenarios – how to deal 
with them, not just quit the job
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Mandatory ethics PD hours

◼ You get 1.0 hours of ethics content, 
toward your mandatory verifiable ethics 
requirement, this section, plus a little 
more in the seminar

◼ The other day my wife said “I think 
politicians should have to take ethics PD 
hours….”



Let’s talk about creativity for 
accountants



Are you a creative accountant?



Who is a (legacy) CMA here?



Creative thinking tips

◼ For improved work problem-solving

◼ You should develop outside the___ or 
lateral thinking skills, many eg’s today

◼ Challenge your assumptions and come at 
problems from different angles

◼ Generate better alternatives, that others 
don’t consider – maybe even counter-
_____ (children example)

◼ Lawsuit example ___________________



Creative thinking tips

◼ The more ideas you generate, the 
greater the chance that you will hit a 
____ one!

◼ Great solutions are often elegantly ____

◼ However, don’t forget the _____! 
(Thinking too hard may mean you miss 
this)



Is your education hindering 
you?

◼ Did you learn to get outside the box 
through your formal education?

◼ Sometimes forget your _______ and 
_______!

◼ Three tax examples _______________

◼ An engineer who solves engineering 
problems without ____



Winter problem – Kingston, 
Ontario
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◼ How to cost effectively get cars/people 
from Wolfe Island to Kingston for work 
and other reasons, in winter when the 
ice freezes hard (ferry in summer – 15 
minute journey)

◼ ___________________ 



Helps your thinking

◼ Imagine an 84 year old high school 
dropout multi-millionaire 
businessperson – would they be more 
creative than you and I?

◼ Think about what would _____ do in 
relation to the problem you are facing



Contracting example

◼ There are clauses in a Request 

For Proposal (RFP) that are hard 

to deal with (legal clauses) 

◼ We must win the contract, how can we 
overcome this?

◼ By ________________



Cost-saving example

◼ Question all costs

◼ A company has found a way to save 2-
3% of the trees cut down to produce 
____ with an outside the box, simple 
idea, what is it?

◼ ____________



Not these solutions



Or these solutions

◼ Thinner, smaller or narrower squares

◼ Using both sides



Can you creatively eliminate 
something that is redundant?

◼ In manufacturing, in processes, in 
systems, in administration, in 
accounting, in……?



A test for you

◼ A man buys ________ for $20 per 
dozen, and sells them for $15 per 
dozen and becomes a millionaire, how 
is this possible?
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Possible answers
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Personal life example

◼ I must leave for the office (KPMG) in 5 
minutes, 15 minute drive, I don’t want 
to be late

◼ My only clean office clothes are wet, I 
have no drier

◼ What should I do? ___________



Different angles

Useless: Steve, you shouldn’t have got yourself 
in this situation…you need to keep spare 
clothes at the office

◼ Solve the problem directly at home

◼ Solve the problem on the way to work

◼ Solve the problem at the office

◼ Get around the problem



Problem

◼ A soap production process sometimes 
produces empty boxes, which need to 
rejected cost-effectively, for refilling

◼ Solution: ___________



Current aircraft de-icing 
method – spray hot glycol

◼ Expensive, poisonous, can‘t be done while loading  
the plane, slow, delays flights, bad for environment, 
gets in the ground water & rivers & lakes



Aircraft de-icing solution

◼ It is ____

◼ How come no one thought of this 
before?

The answer:

◼ How come it took so long for 
_________ to be used?

Point: An obvious solution, may be very 
powerful



Applying this at work

◼ Every time you come to a problem, ask 
yourself if you are thinking outside the 
box, challenging your assumptions…

◼ Tip: find your most creative ___ and 
____

◼ Some people are more outside the box 
than others, but you can improve this 
ability



Thinking tips

◼ Are managers paid to be creative?

◼ Does your culture reward creative thinking? 
Or scare people from coming up with 
creative ideas, which sometimes involves 
risk?



5 minute breakout session

◼ Any outside the box thinking examples  
from you? That you have seen 
somewhere?  Can you share a problem 
to brain-storm on?

◼ If your discussion stalls, brainstorm on 
how to make webinars better for CPAs



Note

◼ Send me an email if you get a good 
outside the box idea inspired at least in 
part from this, one day…

◼ All my courses have outside the box tips



Sometimes I miss the obvious!



Webinar quiz – put answer on 
paper or Word document

Q1. 

70
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Finance and leadership

1. No company can be really successful without an  
_________ CEO (or owner-manager)

2. But someone must balance the _______ CEO and 
he/she must listen, for the co. to be successful- it 
may have to be ______

◼ Balance means: identify & minimize ______, 
stress-test options, shoot down the bad_____, 
keep them out of ____, etc

◼ (The board also has a role in balancing)

◼ Four quick case studies

◼ (Public practice: Balance _____ client)



Four case studies

1. Enron

2. Canada’s fastest growing start up

3. Another former employer

4. A CEO who would listen most of the 
time….
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Role (continued)

◼ We are not telling them don’t take ____

◼ But, don’t be too ______

◼ Provide ____, don’t just identify ______

◼ Someone said 10% of CEOs are 
_______

◼ “Steve, are you ____ to them?”



We also need to be the 

◼ “Bad ___” of the organization

◼ Who is going to be that if it is not 
______?

◼ Scenario: Customer has overdue A/R

◼ We should not ________

◼ Sales person tells the customer

◼ _____________________________
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A general tip

◼ Control what happens in business, put it 
in ____first, don’t wait for the other 
party to do it, slant it in your favour

◼ Banking examples ______________

◼ Employment offer example _________

◼ With your boss ___________
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Banks

◼ Understand banking: the ____ model

◼ I am not big on borrowing, but….

◼ Remember “Banks are never there when 
you really ____ them”

◼ Do you have a plan for the ________?

◼ Guess which bank has the biggest market 
share among attendees? _______

◼ Consider the _____ banks and ___ banks

◼ Facts on one of the banks



Relationships

◼ If borrowing, the key is a good 
_______, who understands and believes 
in your business

◼ Suppose you don’t like yours? ______

◼ Get to know their ____



Banking

◼ Seven ways to get your banker on side:
◼ When applying for loans, don’t be over-

optimistic in the financial projections you 
provide or they will ____ you with your own 
_____ (covenants)

◼ (You should develop credibility with banks)

◼ Present your projections in ways that put the 
best foot forward 

◼ Include a management ______ of results with 
your monthly reports – even though not 
required



Ideas

◼ Present shareholder ________, 
discretionary _____, and non-recurring 
items separately in historic P&Ls presented

◼ Estimated market values of assets in 
brackets

◼ Securable versus non-securable assets 
separately noted 

◼ Disclose the company’s order book 
(backlog) in a note



What everybody does



What I do



Banking

◼ Immediately share _________, good or 
bad (They don’t like  ________)

◼ Invite bankers to special events, which 
make the company look good

◼ Suggest they come to your organization 
and present seminars on: ___________ 
______________________to your 
employees

◼ Have them attend ____________ (as an 
observer)??!!!



Banks – maximizing what you 
have



Did you know this?

◼ Your line of credit may have a _____ that is the 
ability of the bank to ___________, but this is 
not in the financing agreement

◼ I called my Big Five bank once, and was told my 
$2M line of credit, had a ______, if:

◼ a) the covenants were on side; and 

◼ b) the account manager signed off

◼ You should call your bank after the course to find 
out!
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A typical mid-market credit 
facility - review

◼ $2M credit line, with monthly margin calc

◼ 75% of good A/R plus 50% of inventory, 
less statutory prior claims over secured 
lenders under the Bankruptcy and 
Insolvency Act (% may be less for foreign)

◼ Must calculate margin at month end and 
submit before end of following month

◼ Good A/R $1M, Inventory $500K Statutory 
prior claims $300K

◼ You can borrow: $_______
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Maximizing margin

◼ If you need to maximize the margin 
calculation:

1. Time your ______ to maximize your margin 
& borrowing

2. Ensure you ________statutory _____

3. Clean the _____, before calculating

More margining tips in the Case Course



Margining receivables & 
inventory

◼ You reported this on May 10, so this is 
your current margin base, after reporting:

◼ At the end of May, it is:

◼ You submit it at _____



Margining receivables & 
inventory

◼ You reported this on May 10, so this is 
your currently margin base:

◼ At the end of May, it is:

◼ You submit _____



I taught this in one seminar, 
and a CPA said



Margining receivables & 
inventory

◼ Suppose in mid-May, you got a large order 
from a customer, so it is:

◼ Then you ____________

◼ Also, try to get a _____ increase in 
margin calculations, I have heard of 
____on inventory, instead of 50%



Banks - negotiating

◼ Ask about the _______steps and _____ so 
you can position the co better 

◼ Consider a ___ contest or ask why they can’t 
do what another bank offers

◼ A corporate guarantee alternative in some 
situations – a _____ letter



Another financing option

◼ You can __ almost anything these days

◼ There may be all kinds of _____ being entered 
into in your organization that you are not aware 
of (by IT, purchasing and ?)

◼ But, you need to assess the ______ and the tax, 
accounting and qualitative implications/factors



Conclusions

◼ Do you have any other bank-related 
tips or questions?

◼ Bankers have agreed with all my points, 
a lot related to good _______



Conclusions

◼ Do you have any other bank-related 
tips or questions?

◼ Bankers have agreed with all my points, 
a lot related to good communication



Practical Tips for Controllers & 
CFOs – The Case Course

Negotiating an actual bank offer to 
finance:

◼ Security, interest rates, guarantees, 
covenants, margining, fees and costs, 
bank outs and veto rights, financial 
reporting & more

◼ 40 plus tips on all kinds of points

◼ Foreign exchange management is 
also covered in this course



Polling question

◼ Does your business have tighter cash 
due to COVID-19 or other reasons 
(anonymous poll)



Financial reporting tips

◼ Bad financial reports = ___ from the system 

◼ You want better reports for your users for 
decision-making 

◼ Not just #s, always provide insightful____ 
analysis with _____ -oriented comments

◼ Give the data, the ________, the ________, 
the _________, the _______

◼ The hierarchy: the data ➔ _________ 
➔__________ ➔____________ 



Example – data

◼ Division revenues were $44.33M in the month, 
pre-tax income $1.02M, attached are the 
financials



Financial reporting 
improvements

◼ Do they ____ at your current reports?

◼ Find out if they do, how?

◼ Ask them what they’d like, if they could 
_____ (send them to the whiteboard)

◼ Some may say, “I have no ideas”

◼ Some may say, _____ me



Example

◼ VP, Operations is sent to the 
“whiteboard”



I think 99% of financial 
reporting done by accountants 
is by
◼ Legal entity

◼ Department/division/fund

◼ Job/project

◼ Geography

◼ Product/service line

◼ What about some other ways of 
reporting?



Report profitability differently

◼ Report profitability differently, egs

◼ ____________ _____________

◼ ____________ _____________

◼ ____________ _____________

◼ ____________ _____________

◼ ____________ _____________

◼ Any ideas from you? ____________



Report profitability differently

◼ A multi-column internal income 
statement

◼ Maybe just the ______



Note

◼ This reporting could be straight from a 
revised G/L or extractions from the G/L 
with _________…



Break out discussion (5 min’s)

◼ Briefly share your businesses with each 
other

◼ Brainstorm potential other ways of 
reporting results

◼ Be prepared to share them with the 
entire group after



New reporting and accuracy

◼ You have a good idea for reporting 
profit by ___, but you know it won’t be 
totally accurate, some 
estimates/allocations are needed, etc.

◼ Do you give up on the idea, or go 
ahead, making users aware of the 
limitations…..______________

◼ At least roll up _____ if you can’t roll up 
full results



Financial reporting wisdom

◼ Consider different cost roll ups, e.g. 

◼ _________ __________

◼ _________



Don’t just explain the past

◼ Predict the ____

◼ The future is more important to the 
owner/CEO than the past…

◼ Accountants should not just look backwards

◼ Spend more time on forward-looking 
activities, although it is more ___

◼ Consider what you do, is it forward or 
backward looking, forward is more valuable



High level – private businesses

◼ Consider an ___ key number summary 
of your organization situation and 
results for the Board/owner that tell the 
big picture 

◼ Not just numbers from the ___!

◼ Report say quarterly, actual against 
target



Financial reporting - other

◼ Don’t forget _________ of new accounting 
standards, if there are advantages

◼ Who should divisional finance staff report to?

◼ ____________________________________



Financial reporting

◼ Improved internal reporting is covered 
with an in-depth case in the Case 
Course, 40 more tips

◼ I presented this case at the 
International Management Accountant’s 
91st Annual Conference in Baltimore and 
it was well received
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Cost-saving - general

◼ You need to be a _______ 

◼ A famous author wrote: “ A cynic knows 
the cost of everything but the ___ of 
nothing”

◼ Good cost saving ideas will make you 
look good and could cover your ____
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Property cost reduction ideas

◼ Sub-____ any extra space

◼ Exit lease by_________ an exit clause or 
assigning the lease

◼ Watch for ______ in op cost charges (net 
lease)

◼ Find a building with __________

◼ Reduce your__________ by appealing

◼ Switch to ______

113
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Cost-saving

◼ Consider out-_________, everything is 
on the table

◼ Maybe you need to in-______

◼ Should you send processing work 
offshore?

◼ Some conclusions ___________

◼ Don’t send your ____ offshore!
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Cost-saving

◼ Consider out-sourcing, everything is on 
the table

◼ Maybe you need to in-______

◼ Should you send processing work 
offshore?

◼ Some conclusions ___________

◼ Don’t send your ____ offshore!



Typically 75%



A CPA told me



SAP system

What does SAP stand for?



The systems survey at my in-
class seminars…



The 25%



Questions

◼ Is offshoring wrong? __________

◼ Is _____________ going offshore, if __
doesn’t do the work? ______

◼ Is your _______ going offshore? 
___________

◼ (Canada is the cheap location for 
__________!)



Clerks and junior staff

◼ Check what your clerks do by ______ (you or 
a subordinate) or sitting ______ them

◼ Why: Bond with them, tell them __ they do 
things, fix _______, check if they _______, 
are they doing ____ stuff, can the work be 
______? do they have the ___ they need? do 
they work a full ___? 

◼ And just for me _____________
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Cost reduction via SRED

◼ SRED = ________________

◼ Cash refundable/or tax credits for 
_____________

◼ Don’t assume you don’t qualify because 
you are not in high tech!

◼ Any industry, 1,400 technical word max, 
no pre-approval, no budget cap, stop 
any time 



The write up

◼ We found a new way to glue wood 
chips together

◼ Or
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SRED

◼ You are interested, where do you start?

◼ You may be able to finance it

◼ ______ for bonus tips
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Cost-saving

◼ Buy major items when?___________

◼ Find a ____ who would be intrigued to 
solve your technical problem cheaply

◼ Your tips:

◼ ____________

◼ ____________



Cost-saving consultants with 
success fees

◼ Pay them based on % of ______

◼ Suppose: 3 week review of __ at a __% 
fee and they find $20? $200,000? 
Conclusion:_________

◼ Therefore a win-win, unless you get 
_____!



Cost-saving consultants

◼ Squeeze the area first, don’t leave any low-
hanging ____

◼ Some areas they may be able to help you:  
customs duty, freight, fuel tax, Worker’s Comp, 
employee benefits, telecom, purchasing, 
utilities/energy costs, bank fees, logistics, mass-
mailing, lean manufacturing, duplicate payments, 
sw maintenance, contract review, landlord 
operating costs, printing/copying, foreign VAT, 
cleaning, sales taxes, EHT (Ontario), SR&ED

◼ Others you can think of?



Contractual tips

1. Contract must clearly _____ the savings

2. Consultant must be required to explain ______ the 
savings are achieved (to educate you)

3. _____limit the ____ of the review 

4. Get them to tell you about __________ (tax) 

5. Bargain down the ___they want to charge (ask for 
a cap or even _______)

6. Time limit the payback period, if any

7. Protect co. from _________ consultants and ____

Finally: ___ them if they are good!



Breakout session – 5 mins

◼ Discuss cost-saving ideas, that would 
not necessarily be industry specific

◼ Type some good ones in the chat…



Practical Brain-Storming – Top Ten 
Trouble Spots and other Useful 
Topics For Financial Leaders

This half day seminar covers additional cost-saving 
areas:

◼ Insurance & risk management

◼ Travel

◼ Payroll and benefits

◼ Plus: my best leadership tips, dealing with sales, 
the top ten trouble spots for financial leaders 
with solutions and quantitative finance 
performance measurement

◼ Perhaps offered by CPA Ontario later



Exercise time



Lawyers and legal fees

Objectives:

1. Reduce legal fees from outside lawyers

2. Get legal work done faster, whether 
inside or outside lawyers

3. Improve quality of the work, whether 
inside or outside lawyers



Polling question

◼ Do you think lawyers are less ethical 
than accountants…



Lawyers and legal fees

◼ Without an internal lawyer, legal questions 
tend to come to ___

◼ Lawyers usually prefer the _____-free 
approach, examples

◼ The weak ones only think legal 
implications, not business objectives

◼ You need a lawyer with a ______ 
perspective, who can ____ risk (then we 
make a business decision on risk)



How do you know these are 
lawyers?



Because of the risks, I realize 
I need to add an exclusion 

clause to this course relative 
to something I said earlier…



Note 

◼ I am using unusual examples to show 
that lawyers are extremely risk averse

◼ The problem is people do ___things, 
lawyers sometimes make wild claims, 
and courts side with the plaintiff

◼ I am more concerned with their 
extreme positions on _______ and 
unwillingness to measure risk



Communicating through 
lawyers



◼ Lawyers shouldn’t be running your 
business!  This is the tail wagging the 
_______ !__________run the business

◼ Take charge in many situations and 
communicate directly, but not all..

◼ Exceptions: ______________________

◼ You decide how many ______ come to the 
meeting/sit in on the call

Communicating through 
lawyers



Lawyers - more

◼ Don’t let them draft contracts, you do it

◼ Use templates, where to get:

◼ ______________   

◼ ______________

◼ Real contracts: ______________________

◼ Contract clauses: _______________

◼ Draft in English, the lawyer can translate into 
_____, if you can’t

◼ When should legal be involved in review? 
Based on ____ analysis, it is insurance



Writer’s block tips

◼ Stuck, everyone can _____

◼ Write what comes to mind fast and 
insert __ if you don’t know what to 
write and keep moving



Sometimes

◼ You need to question lawyers, don’t 
assume they are ___ or they have 
_____

◼ You may need to _______what the 
lawyer drafted

◼ Often their version is: too threatening, 
too long, not comprehensible, will cause 
problems with the other party

◼ Example __________________
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More ways to reduce legals

◼ Summarize ____________ so they 
don’t

◼ Get _________

◼ Get a detailed ______ so you can audit 
it

◼ Don’t pay fees for their ________!

◼ Ask for a _____ to monitor spending

◼ Request a ____ lawyer for some work



Which?

◼ Call to lawyer to discuss problem with 
client for 3 hours, then a week of 
document gathering for the lawyer; or



The better way



Secretary work

◼ Who is looking after your _____?

◼ Bring it in-house now!

◼ There are many things you can do:

◼ Take the ______ yourself

◼ Report changes in directors

◼ You can run the _________ledger

◼ Others things you can do

147
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Final thoughts

◼ Another useful website: _____________ 

◼ Pay your lawyer with __________

◼ Use arbitration/mediation instead of 
litigation

◼ Always be careful, you don’t want to 
assume away some huge legal risk

◼ I actually don’t ______!

◼ Smart contract review for accountants 
covered in the Case Course



You have just been hired

◼ My thesis:

1. Every senior finance job that you might 
take may well have __ in the closet 
(business and personal)

2. You have a few week’s grace & then all 
the ________ are yours

3. You need to find out all the things that 
could ___ you later, during this period

◼ (Also good when you acquire a business)



The new job

◼ Where should you focus your review, to 
reduce risks and learn fast?

◼ I want three tips from you:

◼ ______________

◼ ______________

◼ ______________



The new job

◼ Understand the corporate ____ & ______

◼ Find out the drives and motivations of  the key 
______

◼ Consider performance versus industry

◼ Pull the ___ reports (do it annually to fix them)

◼ (Above, ideally done at the interview stage!)

◼ Fully understand the _____ side



The new job

◼ Do a ____ analysis (______________

◼ ______________________)

◼ Take _______out for lunch (chat with 
their ________), find out finance pain 
points

◼ Also your talk to your _______

◼ Hold an immediate ______when you 
start



Special family business tips

◼ Find out who really pulls the ______

◼ It might not be who you think

◼ (Not the President but the founder not 
in the office, the spouse, etc)

◼ Ask about ____ on payroll (better to 
find out that Sally is the owner’s _____, 
early on…)

◼ Check the shareholder accounts



The new job

Some others: 

◼ Take the ______ tour

◼ Look at your team’s ________ & ______,  & 
quickly assess their ___ and find the ______

◼ Review key contracts with ___, ____, ___

◼ Read past audit _____ and ______

◼ Look at the ____ and _______



The new job

◼ Study _____ financials (5 years plus)

◼ Do systems and internal control ____-
throughs

◼ Review past ___ returns and ______

◼ Read ______and committee _____

◼ Talk to board members, the lawyer, the 
audit partner, key advisors

◼ Do an insurance and ______review



The new job

Some different angles:

◼ Review predecessor’s ___ ____ _____

◼ Do a _________ analysis

◼ Conduct a _________ review

◼ Open all the _____ for a while 

◼ Examine manual ____________ 



A true story



The new job

More different angles:

◼ Sign/approve all ____________ for a while 

◼ Talk to some _______________, and 
especially the _______

◼ Find the ____ file! (personal implications as 
well)



Always check the….



Your new staff

◼ Find out all ______ now from _____

Your first staff meeting – a skit

◼ Offer an ______

◼ Could be via ______ note or rewarded

◼ Ask for a five year detailed______ (you 
don’t need to do anything with it!)

◼ Be careful how you present this



My first day at work story 
after staff meeting

◼ There is a knock at the door from a 
junior clerk

◼ She tells me that….



Note 

◼ Sometimes the skeleton in the closet is 
_______ dynamics in your team or 
elsewhere, impacting your job

◼ Maybe no one will tell you quickly, but it 
will be a big issue

◼ My best tip is the more people talk, the 
more likely you will find out

◼ But you may not want to interrogate 
people



My best tip

◼ One guaranteed way to find all financial 
reporting ____, and ensure no future write 
downs, write-offs, reversals, restatement

◼ ______ the ________ (___ balance level) 
when you start, what is there and not 
there

◼ Remember to deal with the process issue 
behind the symptom



Timeline of my story

Aug 31
Audited financials

Oct 31 - major financing, 
Change of control, deemed 
tax year end, need 
Audited financials

I am hired -
audit incomplete



Skeletons

◼ Examples from you? (current or past 
job, or as auditor)

◼ Some skeletons may be positive, good 
to find them

◼ Suppose you are not the CFO? _____

◼ _________________



More examples



Some final comments

◼ Many senior _______ jobs also have 
skeletons in the closet

◼ Did you miss any _____/____files when 
you took your current job?

◼ Don’t leave them in your closet!

◼ Prepare a _______ for your successor

◼ Also consider one for your new boss 



Bonus personal tip

◼ Companies sometimes _______ employees

◼ A way to get some _______________

◼ Only works for some private companies

◼ Try to get at least one ___ in the private 
the company you work for
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Why?

◼ Stop them from dropping the __________

◼ Approve new share classes ahead of you

◼ Get the _______ every year

◼ Can demand the shareholders’ ______

◼ You have rights to examine certain records

◼ Receive _______

◼ Have legal minority _____ protection

◼ Get an invite to the ___ and vote, or send a proxy

◼ Can force a _____________

◼ How did I learn this? 

◼ How to get one? ________



Shares for employees

◼ Having employees own shares is very 
motivational

◼ What about liquidity?

◼ Set up an internal ____ exchange

◼ But don’t give shares to employees 
unless you can _____if they leave, or at 
least _______________vote them
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Stories

◼ The controversial shareholder’s meeting

◼ I meet my crooked former CEO again
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Auditors/accountants

Reduce fees and get more from them:

◼ Compare value between _____

◼ Use _______ to your advantage 

◼ Get freebies - push them to _____ your 
business with ____

◼ Draft ____ yourself and then get them blessed

◼ Have them review ____ you prepare

◼ Control the _______ preparation process

◼ Do the _____ yourself!

◼ ________ their approach



Play jokes on auditors



Technology

Valuable advice:

◼ “Don’t throw technology at a problem if 
you don’t know ________________”

◼ Another way of saying it: “Don’t give 
the ____, the tool”



Some useful technology tips

◼ _________

◼ _________ 

◼ _________ 

◼ _________

◼ _________ 



Courses and absorbing on the 
go

◼ ________

◼ ________



Some useful technology tips

◼ _________

◼ _________ 

◼ _________ 

◼ _________

◼ _________ 



Past winners…



Technology tips

◼ Tech tips/apps from you?

◼ _______________________ 



Bonus tip

◼ Use a ________, gives you the choice

◼ May help your ____

◼ Burns some ______

◼ Keeps you ______

◼ May help you think better

◼ Employer must provide one for all office 
workers in ______! (up and down 
choice)



Conversions

◼ Converting to a new system – the data 
transfer issue

◼ A short case study

◼ Not the textbook method, but it works!

◼ _________________________



This company apparently used 
this approach….



Conversions

◼ How to look at the historic numbers?

◼ _______________________

◼ The only things you should import are 
_______________________

◼ (This is high level, there are some 
complications and there is a lot more to a 
conversion project than this)
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Board of Directors

◼ Get them ___ prior to the meeting on 
your critical proposal

◼ Do you give the board direct access to 
senior employees?

◼ An ______ board for a family owned co.

◼ Send ALL the material out in _______, 
as long as they will _____ it…!
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M&A – watchouts

◼ Acquisitions for the wrong reasons

◼ Poor _________

◼ Difficulty financing or paying too much

◼ Don’t underestimate culture issues

◼ Don’t be afraid to recommend __!
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M&A – remember this

◼ Use a working capital ______ clause, e.g.

◼ Cash purchase price agreed on in late Sept, 
based on Aug 31 year end f/s $50M, when 
working cap $6.1M

◼ Deal to close Nov 30, with cheque in December

o Working cap at closing date of Nov 30, $4.1M

o Hand over a cheque for ____

▪ Ethics & creativity issue: acquirer preparing Nov 
30 f/s 

▪ Example, a Nov 30 accrual for 11/12 of the ____



Someone wants to buy you

◼ Reminder for acquiree: ask for a ___ -
___ fee if a company wants to buy you

◼ Typically ___% of deal value

187
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M&A – an alternative

▪ Acquisitions are rare and there is a way 
to get many of the benefits of an 
acquisition, without the costs and 
difficulties:

▪ ______ instead of acquire

▪ Not legally a _________ 



Many different forms

◼ Joint venture

◼ Marketing for each other

◼ Use of complementary skills

◼ And many other possibilities
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Example

◼ Can someone tell me what their 
business is in 20 seconds, and I will try 
to think of some partnership 
opportunities for you….the class can 
also think about it as well…



Breakout session – 5 mins

◼ Share your organizations, and 
brainstorm about possible partners for 
each

◼ Type some good ones in the chat 



Financial reporting – the close

◼ Is financial information real-time?

◼ Month end close speed

◼ Why close fast? ______ and _______

◼ Do you have a fixed closing deadline imposed on 
you?

◼ Our survey is a win-win for you all

◼ If you are slower than avg tell your boss this 
proves you need ________

◼ If you are faster than avg ask for a ___



The close survey

◼ A monthly close means _____________

◼ Working days you take to close __

◼ Class average __

◼ Overall average __

◼ City average __

◼ Remember to tell your boss

◼ The fastest & slowest closes

◼ How long does it take ___ to close ____?



Shortening the close

◼ It’s always a ____-off, what do you lose 
by shortening the close by X days?

◼ Don’t abuse your _____!

◼ Some of these tips may help you with 
other ________

◼ Another course on this topic: ______



Some ways to close faster

◼ Do a real ____ close

◼ Challenge every _____ in your current process

◼ Balance the staff ______

◼ More automation of processes

◼ Do some steps in _____

◼ Convince non-finance of the value of their ____ 
to a fast close, to the CEO/owner

◼ Close early (a ____ close on the __?)



Some ways to close faster

◼ Fix it _____ month

◼ Drop head office resources into the ___

◼ Flash report  ____________ as soon as 
available 

◼ Electronic ______ visible to all 

◼ Make a faster close promise to a _____

◼ Give a ______ if ____ target



Key indicator reporting

◼ The old way of reporting

◼ A new idea

◼ It was well received

◼ Manage the company from ______

a kind of _______  

◼ You could call it the vital ______ or the 
______



From this to this



The dashboard

◼ About _ weekly key indicators for the 
CEO/senior management/owner

◼ A balanced scorecard, aligned with 
strategy & key goals (not full financials)

◼ Who should report it? Why not finance, we 
are the _______ people

◼ Who here reports extensive non-______ 
data?



Measurement

◼ I know numbers don’t tell the whole 
story…but numbers are very useful

◼ Financial score-keeping is important, but 
we are not talking about just _______

◼ Report volumes, %, per unit, ratios, 
heads….



Types of information

◼ Report the standard measures, but you need to look 
for more but also invent really _______measures that 
communicate so much, for ___ depts/areas

◼ How to think of new measures:

◼ What are the critical decision-making indicators in 
the business? the drivers?

◼ What are the key success factors? 

◼ Tip: think of an org objective and ____, 

◼ Example: co wants to minimize job site emergency 
pick ups, so measure and report them

◼ (“What gets ______ gets done”)



Invent them

◼ Examples (financial or non-financial)

◼ ___________ ____________

◼ ___________ ____________

◼ Have you invented any? (or a colleague)

◼ Get others inventing them

◼ Present them in a different way?_______



An example – consulting 
engineers

◼ Old measures:  Revenue, avg revenue 
per hour, % billable

◼ Billable %= 

Hours billed/40 hours



In my house

◼ Critical KPI



Breakout session – 5 mins

◼ Share your organizations, and 
brainstorm about possible creative new 
KPIs

◼ If you get some better ones, type them 
in the chat, the type of organization, 
and a brief description of the KPI



Note on business analytics

◼ What is advertised: we will analyze all 
your data and note important and 
insightful ________

◼ This ties into new measures

◼ Are you doing analytics, or are you too 
busy?

◼ Consider starting to do this in a small 
way, eg: the impact of _____ on a retail 
company’s sales



Note

◼ Other functions may be reporting their
key indicators to leadership

◼ My challenge:

◼ Review their measures, improve on them, 
propose new ones

◼ Integrate their #’s with your reporting 
ideas, so it is a true organization 
dashboard

◼ Only about __ of organizations do this 



More inclusions

◼ Historical and ______-looking numbers 

◼ Include targets (or what needs to be done 
to ___ targets)

◼ Include relevant external data, examples: 
________________________

◼ Rolling averages reveal ____



Preparation 

◼ When do you report the dashboard? 
__________________________________

◼ Align preparation with existing processes, 
save work, there must be benefit>cost

◼ If you don’t have an ERP, you may be 
pulling numbers from many different 
systems, via software or manually



Multiple systems input (no ERP)

DASHBOARD

Manuf G/L

Inventory

CRM

Payroll

HRIS



Validation and checking

◼ Do you validate numbers coming from 
other departments (at least _______)

◼ Do you have time?

◼ If you suspect other departments are 
______ the numbers, you will have to 
become the _________

◼ Sometimes there may be political issues 
with other departments…



Let’s look at an example

◼ Many different ideas, over 100 
indicators to get you thinking

◼ Types of measures are grouped

◼ Don’t take them all seriously…







The dashboard is released

◼ Lots of data, so you are actually doing 
________ review rather than reviewing 
each one (colors)

◼ Understand the #’s before release

◼ You need _______ loops to operations 

◼ You can automate emails to key people 
based on certain parameters



Exceptions highlighted with 
colors

($000s)

YTD avg 8 wk rolling avg 4 wk rolling avg 29-Nov 22-Nov

Revenue

Contracts signed/orders received 844$           832$                          799$                   641$         725$     

Key customer orders 166$           161$                          154$                   207$         199$     

New customers signed up 5                   5                                 6                           3                 2             

Customers lost 6                   8                                 9                           17              8             

Orders cancelled 4                   4                                 4                           5                 3             

Sales commission earned 59$              42$                            40$                      32$            71$        

Order backlog 4,850$        4,624$                      4,472$               4,423$     4,501$  



Other angles

◼ Make them ____ targets, but be 
careful!  

◼ Don’t over-measure

◼ Should it look like ___?



Should it look like a 
dashboard?



Data visualization can make it 
easier to understand



Different levels

◼ Can also be done by dept, division, 
plant, legal entity

◼ If you “consolidate” numbers, use 
______ averages



Other thoughts

◼ What about some kind of weighting or 
_____ of measures?

◼ Never stop ________ them, this has 
evolved everywhere I have implemented it

◼ Public accountants/consultants: build one 
for your clients



Linking with weighting eg

◼ Business: mass-manufacturing

◼ Measure 1: % production defects

◼ Measure 2: % customer returns for quality

◼ New measure: % production defects plus 
2 X % customer returns for quality = 
manufacturing efficiency

◼ (customer returns have higher impact)

◼ Target: less than 0.014%



What about a finance 
dashboard?

◼ Quantitative performance measurement 
for finance

◼ Monitor performance, drive efficiencies, 
protect headcount and more

◼ Full presentation in the Practical 
Brain-Storming – Top Ten Trouble 
Spots and other Useful Topics For 
Financial Leaders seminar



Reactions from you

◼ Doesn’t fit my organization

◼ I will try to implement it, perhaps with 
______ 

◼ My owner has __________, but I will start 
reporting 20 measures

◼ I just like the ________ idea alone

◼ Great idea, no time

◼ Will do for my _____, this will impress the 
head office, they will probably ask all the 
divisions to do it



Other comments

◼ Let me conceive a dashboard for one of 
you!  Maybe you can help 

◼ I know you all want to ask me whether 
I have a ________

◼ What happened to that aircraft de-icing 
technology?



What happened to the de-
icing technology mentioned 
earlier?



Other courses of interest 

◼ Most have more participant discussions than this 
one…



Other courses of interest

◼ My 9 courses will be webinars in 2020-
21 with CPA Quebec

◼ 8 of 9 are available as video courses, 
on-demand any time (Webcasts)

◼ If things improve 7 will also be in-class, 
later in the year



I can help if you

◼ Desperately need PD hours by August 
31, video courses on my site



New course

◼ Practical Tips to Get Through a 
Cash Crisis, 2 hour video course click 
here before August 31, here for after 
August 31

◼ Available as a live webinar Sept 18, 
click here

https://cpaquebec.ca/en/professional-development/training-activities/find-a-training-activity/course-description/?id=17773&ml=0&csd=N&p=&af=2019-2020
https://cpaquebec.ca/en/professional-development/training-activities/find-a-training-activity/course-description/?id=17771&ml=0&csd=N&p=&af=2020-2021
https://cpaquebec.ca/en/professional-development/training-activities/find-a-training-activity/course-description/?id=17771&ml=0&csd=N&p=&af=2020-2021


Other webinars of interest 

◼ Practical Tips for Controllers & CFOs - The 
Case Course (webinar) different from this 
course, very popular, November 26

◼ Practical Brain-Storming – Top Ten 
Trouble Spots and other Useful Topics For 
Financial Leaders October 23 (PM)

◼ Practical Financial Negotiation Tips 
October 16 (PM)



New 2 hour webinars

◼ Practical Work Smarts for 
Accountants Sept 17 PM

◼ Practical Work Solutions From 
Case Discussions Sept 21 (AM)



Other webinars of interest 

◼ The NFP version of this course

◼ Practical Tips for Not-for-Profit Leaders

◼ The government accountants version of this
course, November 27

◼ Practical Tips for Government Accountants

◼ November 3



This course returns

If you know others who would be 
interested:

◼ September 24 as a webinar

◼ November 30 live in Dorval if possible…

◼ And more in 2021



Registration

◼ Click here for all CPA Quebec 2020-21 
courses I offer

https://cpaquebec.ca/en/professional-development/training-activities/find-a-training-activity/?SaisonsDisponibles.SelectedCodeSaison=2020-2021&p=&n=&dd=&df=&pn=&l=&ml=&IsNew=false&IsAvailable=false&IsActivationPromo=false&IsCP=false&IsPlanificateurFinancier=false&IsEthiqueProfessionnelle=false&c=&cc=&ptr=3715


Note

◼ For full course information, see
www.practicalpd.com

http://www.practicalpd.com/


Note

◼ See www.practicalpd.com

http://www.practicalpd.com/


Entirely new request

◼ You have a feel for my teaching style, 
background etc.

◼ Do you have suggestions for other 
topics you would like me to teach on….



Closing comments

◼ I hope to meet you one day in a live course

◼ Was the day boring?

◼ We can chat after

◼ Send me an e-mail spriddle@bell.net, to
pick my brain or for questions

◼ Do LinkedIn with me

◼ Please complete seminar evaluations with 
completed slides 

◼ Thanks for attending

mailto:spriddle@bell.net

